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Abstract The report presents a summary of the work of the Department of
Nuclear Safety Research and Nuclear Facilities in 1995. The department's
research and development activities are organized in three research programmes:
Radiation Protection, Reactor Safety, and Radioanalytical Chemistry. The nucle-
ar facilities operated by the department include the Research Reactor DR3, the
Isotope Laboratory, the Waste Treatment Plant, and the Educational Reactor
DR1. Lists of staff and publications are included together with a summary of the
staffs participation in national and international committees.

Frontpage illustration:

An automatic system for thermoluminescence (TL) and optically stimulated
luminescence (OSL) measurements has been developed at Risø. The system can
be used for analysis of radiation depth dose profiles induced into building ma-
terials (bricks) and porcelain items. From the depth dose profiles it is possible to
determine, retrospectively, the radiation dose received by these materials. This
information, in turn, can be used to reconstruct the doses received by the popu-
lation after nuclear accidents. The picture shows brick, and porcelain samples
from the Chernobyl area. (Photo Boye Koch).
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1 Introduction

The Department of Nuclear Safety Research and Nuclear Facilities was estab-
lished on July 1, 1995. The department is composed of the former Nuclear
Safety Research Department, the Reserch Reactor DR3, and the Isotope Labora-
tory.

The department's research and development activities are organized in three
research programmes: Radiation Protection, Reactor Safety, and Radioanalytical
Chemistry. The nuclear facilities operated by the department include the Rese-
arch Reactor DR3, the Isotope Laboratory, the Waste Treatment Plant, and the
Educational Reactor DR1.

The research and development work of the department is carried out in close
cooperation with Danish and foreign universities and research institutes and also
with the Danish nuclear and radiation protection authorities: the Emergency
Management Agency and the National Institute of Radiation Hygiene. The de-
partment participates in national and international research programmes inclu-
ding some European Commission programmes and the Nordic Nuclear Safety
Research Programme.

This report describes the work of the department in 1995 with an emphasis on
the results of the research and development activities. Lists of staff and publica-
tions are included together with a summary of the staffs participation in natio-
nal and international committees.

2 Radiation Protection

2.1 Dosimetry

2.1.1 Personnel Dosimetry

Risø's personnel dosimetry service covers the individual monitoring of the per-
sonnel at Risø and at the Niels Bohr Institute Tandem Accelerator. Only persons
actually involved in radiation work are equipped with a personal dosemeter. In
areas where the use of personal dosemeters is not required, the radiation levels
are controlled through an extensive area-monitoring programme using
thermoluminescence (TL) dosemeters.

The main statistics of the dosimetry service for 1995 are shown in Table 2.1
and Figure 2.1.

A new administrative program for the handling of measured personnel dose
data has been implemented for the personnel routine monitoring. The program
meets the new requirements for dose reporting to the authorities as well as for
reporting internally at Risø. The program is able to generate a monthly report of
measured doses to the central, national dose registry. As part of the quality
assurance programme for the routine dosimetry service a new control procedure
has been initiated. A number of previously irradiated dosemeters are issued
monthly to a number of laboratories. After one month the dosemeters are retur-
ned, evaluated and controlled in the normal routine practice.
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Table 2.1. Statistics for monitoring of Risø personnel in 1995.

No. of persons monitored

No. of persons receiving external doses above 0.2 mSv
(the registration level)

No. of persons receiving internal doses from intake of
tritiated water

Total collective equivalent dose to the monitored
personnel:

External doses
Internal doses

Total

821

174

58

252 mSv
9 mSv

261 mSv

0,5-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-1212-13

DOSE INTERVAL (mSv)

Figure 2.1. Distribution of whole-body doses (effective doses) for Risø personnel
in 1995.
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2.1.2 Dosimetry of Beta and Low-Energy Photon Radiation

This work concerns the establishment and characterization of standard beta and
low-energy photon calibration fields as well as the development and study of
techniques for dosimetry of low-penetrating radiation. During 1995 the work
aimed at the characterization of the radiation fields from a 63Ni beta source
(Emax= 67 keV) and a "Fe 6 keV photon source by use of extrapolation chamber
and solid state detectors, e.g. thin thermoluminescence (TL) detectors and ther-
mally stimulated exoelectron emission (TSEE) detectors. Some of the experi-
mental work has been simulated by Monte Carlo modelling based on the EGS4
programme in order to study the applicability of this technique for beta dosi-
metry. Part of the work was carried out in collaboration with other European
laboratories in a joint EU project. A new three-year EU contract starts in 1996.
This work, which also has a major contribution from Risø, will develop the
utilization of beta spectroscopy in dosimetry and continue the standardization of
beta dosimetry.

Characterization of Beta Calibration Fields

Depth Dose Profiles
The main quantity for characterization of beta radiation fields is the absorbed
dose rate to tissue, D,(d;a0), where d is depth in tissue and a is the angle of
incidence of the radiation. D,(d;a°) for different values of d and a have been
measured for a number of beta calibration fields by means of the extrapolation
chamber using different absorbers of mylar in front of the chamber window.
Figure 2.2 shows the results for the beta radiation from a 147Pm source. For the
low-energy beta radiation from 63Ni, where more than 70% of the total dose
absorption occurs within a depth of 1 mg.cm"2- it is advantageous to use the air
mass between the source and the detector as absorber in order to obtain a detai-
led depth dose profile. Figure 2.3 illustrates how depth dose data can be obtai-
ned for depths below 1 mgcm'2 using air pressures in the range from 100 Pa to
30 kPa. All absorber thicknesses presented in the figure have been converted to
equivalent tissue thickness.
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Figure 2.2. Depth dose profiles for irradiation of tissue at a distance of 20 cm
from a 4cm x 4cm '"Pm source for different angles of incidence of the radiation
as indicated in the figure. The curves have been obtained from fitting of experi-
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Figure 2.3. Transmission data for 63Ni beta radiation measured with thin MgB4-
O7:Dy TL detectors at 20 cm distance from the source under reduced air pres-
sure, A; Mylar absorbers at air pressure 100 Pa. • : Air pressures 100 Pa, lkPa,
IQkPa and 30kPa, all with additional 0.66 mgcm'7Mylar absorber.
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Mass Absorption Coefficient
The mass absorption coefficients, (u/p)abs, of low-energy beta radiation fields are
important for evaluating corrections of the dose rates due to variations in en-
vironmental air conditions (temperature, pressure, humidity). They are also used
in predicting the beta-dose responses of thin solid state dosemeters. For low-
energy beta radiation a suitable approximation of the depth-dose curves can be
obtained with the expression: lnD = a + bx + ex3, where D is the absorbed dose
rate for absorber thickness x, expressed in units of mass per area. The mass
absorption coefficient is subsequently obtained from: -(^p)abs = (d(lnD)/dx)^0 =
b. Table 2.2 presents values of (M-/p)abs,air f ° r calibration fields from three low-
energy beta sources.

Table 2.2. Mass absorption coefficients, (\i/p)ahyair, measured for radiation fields
from low-energy beta sources.

Radionuclide

147Pm

I 4 C

63Ni

Source type

PTB-Biichler,
standard

4 cm x 4 cm, area
source

Acrylic, 10 cm
diameter

1 cm diameter

Calibration
distance (cm)

20

15

20

5

10

1

3

(MtøWr
(cmlmg"1)

0.217

0.123

0.148

0.255

0.320

1.232

1.321

Dose Rate Homogeneity
The variation of the dose rate over the beam cross section used in beta calibra-
tions must comply with the accepted limit. At Rise the homogeneity of radiation
fields from extended area sources of U7Pm and 14C were studied using graphite-
mixed MgB4O7:Dy TL detectors. These detectors have an effective thickness
equivalent to 2-3 mg.cm'2 and show good energy- and angular responses for
measurement of doses from beta radiation. During the irradiation 15 x 17 detec-
tors (lmm thick, 4.5 mm diameter) were placed in a 8.8 cm x 9.6 cm matrix of
wells in a perspex plate. Figure 2.4 shows an example of measured dose rate
distributions for different irradiation geometries for a 147Pm source where the
results are given as curves obtained from polynomial fits of the experimental
data. The figure shows that the dose rate varies significantly across the 100 mm
diameter beam. The method used at Risø for dose rate homogeneity studies was
compared with the laser heating TLD scanning method used at Montpellier
University, France, by performing identical irradiations with l47Pm beta rays of
the CaSO4:Dy TLD foils used at Montpellier and the MgB4O7:Dy detectors used
at Risø. The two methods agreed within 3.5%.
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Figure 2.4. Dose rate homogeneity measurement results for a 4 cm x 4 cm
wPm source at 20 cm distance. Results are presented for two different absor-
bers.

Low-Energy Photon Dosimetry

The dose rates to air and tissue at different distances from a 55Fe 6 keV photon
source have been measured by the extrapolation chamber and depth dose curves
have been obtained for different angles of incidence of the radiation using mylar
foils as absorbers.

The depth dose curves obtained by measurements were in good agreement
(within 0.1%) with curves obtained by calculations using tabulated values for
the absorption coefficient for 6 keV photons.

The calibration beam from the "Fe source was used for the measurement of
dosemeter responses for different TL dosemeters. Similar responses have been
obtained for low-energy photon beams established at CEA Fontenay-aux-Roses,
France, using low-energy X-rays with mean energies 6.5, 8.5 and 12.2 keV. A
large variation of sensitivity was observed between the different types of TL
detectors. This must be taken into account when choosing the detectors for
individual monitoring of low-energy photon doses.
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Study of Thin TLD Detectors

In collaboration with the Institute of Nuclear Physics, Krakow, (INP), two types
of thin TL detectors both based on the highly sensitive LiF:Mg,Cu,P TL materi-
al, was studied for application in personnel beta dosimetry. One type contains a
8.5 mg.cm"2 layer of the phosphor produced at INP and sintered to a base of
undoped LiF. The other one consists of a 5 mg.cm'2 layer of the phosphor pro-
duced at the Solid State Dosimetry Laboratory, China, and fixed onto a base of
kapton foil which was glued onto Al disks.

The results showed that both types of detectors are well-suited for application
in personnel dosimetry for the measurement of HP(0.07) for beta radiation. Fig-
ure 2.5 shows that the measured values of HP(0.07) with the two detectors are
almost independent of the energy of the beta radiation fields.
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Figure 2.5. Beta energy response for the Polish MCP-Ns (filter 2.0 mg.cm2) and
the Chinese GR-200 (filter 3.0 mg.cm2) detectors. (W) - 0°, (O) - 20°, (9) - 40°,
(O)- 60°. Solid line represents values averaged over four angles of incidence.
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Monte Carlo (EGS4) Simulations of Extrapolation Chamber
Measurements

The Monte Carlo code EGS4 (Electron Gamma Shower version 4) was applied
for modelling the experimental set-up of an extrapolation chamber measuring
the dose rate from a 50 mm diameter 14C source. Correction factors and stop-
ping power ratio, tissue to air, for converting the measured dose rate to absorbed
dose rate to tissue were calculated using the Monte Carlo code. The measured
and calculated dose rates (see Figure 2.6) showed satisfactory agreement for
tissue depths up to about 4 mg.cnT2 considering the uncertainty on the quoted
source strength. For larger penetration depths some discrepancy between cal-
culated and measured data were observed which to some degree can be explai-
ned by the fact that calculated values were average dose rates in a 2000 |im
thick air volume, whereas measured values were extrapolated to dose rate at an
infinitely thin air volume.

The work was carried out as part of a Ph.D. project at the Institute for Natio-
nal Measurement Standards of the National Research Council, Canada.
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Figure 2.6. Dose rate in tissue in 50 mm distance from the NC source. The dose
rates measured at NRC are compared to the values calculated using EGS4.
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Thermally Stimulated Exoelectron Dosimetry

Thermally stimulated exoelectron emission (TSEE) is closely related to thermo-
luminescence. Both methods provide dose information from the thermal relaxa-
tion of defect states in solids.

As only a very thin surface layer (less than 50 nm depth) is involved in the
electron emission process TSEE detectors show practically no self absorption
and this combined with a high sensitivity and a linear dose response over a
broad dose range (from a few u<3y to more than 10 Gy) make these detectors
attractive for dosimetry of short-range particles, e.g. for skin dosimetry of a-
and low-energy beta particles.

The response of BeO thin film TSEE detectors (about 100 nm thick BeO layer
sintered on a graphite disk, from the Battelle Institute, Frankfurt, Germany) to
beta radiation with average energies ranging from 17 keV to 931 keV was studi-
ed using filters in front of the detectors prepared from mylar and makrofol (a
conducting polycarbonate), respectively.

Figure 2.7 shows the response of BeO dosemeters for a number of beta radia-
tion fields relative to a60Co source. The response is 1.0 for average beta energi-
es above 200 keV. Below this energy the dosemeters show a lower relative
response, which is not yet fully understood. It might be explained by LET de-
pendence of the response of the detector.
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Figure 2.7. Response of BeO dosemeters to beta radiation fields relative to the
response to 60Co. Tlie response ratio is shown for irradiations with mylar foil
and Makrofol in front of the dosemeters.
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2.1.3 Control of Irradiated Fruit and Shellfish

The department has participated in an international intercomparison programme
on detection of irradiated fruits by means of thermoluminescence dosimetry. A
second part of the intercomparison programme dealing with detection of irradia-
ted shellfish will follow in 1996 and the results from the whole programme will
be evaluated in 1996.

2.2 Development of Methods and Instruments

2.2.1 A New Sensitive System for the Measurement of Thermally and
Optically Stimulated Luminescence

The automatic system developed at Risø National Laboratory for measuring
thermally and optically stimulated luminescence (TL, OSL) is used world-wide
for radiation dose measurements. Although, in the present model, high excitation
and detection efficiencies are achieved, there is a demand for improvements that
would allow lower doses (or less sensitive materials) to be measured, with
increased accuracy. A new generation of design., are therefore being developed.
Substantial increases in both excitation and detection sensitivities of the instru-
ments have been achieved by replacing the lens optics of the system with a
novel combination of mirrors and light guides, which also serve to make the
system more flexible in choice of excitation source. A variety of new light
sources have been employed in order to use the most efficient wavelengths of
excitation to be used for the particular dosemeter under study.

A Luminescence Imaging System Based on a CCD Camera

The ability to image the luminescence signal from a sample, and isolate the
signal from a specific part of the sample has been achieved by using a charge
coupled device (CCD) camera. The camera consists of the CCD chip and the
associated electronics which allows the interfacing to an IBM compatible com-
puter.

The camera has been mounted onto an automated Risø TL/OSL reader, using
two lenses to focus an image onto the CCD (Figure 2.S). At present the system
has a maximum spatial resolution of 17 u.m, though this may be reduced using
binning. Figure 2.9 gives an example of OSL decay curves of a multi grain
feldspar sample measured with the CCD camera. The main curve is the signal
from the entire CCD, while the insert shows the signals obtained from single
pixels (few grains).

The CCD signal is affected by thermal noise within each pixel. The noise
variation with sensor temperature was measured. The CCD itself is cooled via a
two-stage thermoelectric cooling unit and this allows a standard operating tem-
perature of 251.4 K to be maintained which reduces the noise significantly.

14 Risø-R-884(EN)
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Figure 2.8. Schematic diagram showing the components of the CCD system
mounted on the automated Risø TL system.
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2.2.2 Retrospective Dosimetry: Investigations of Luminescence Character-
istics of Materials

Luminescence Sensitivity Changes in Quartz as a Result of Annealing

In retrospective dosimetry using Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) on
quartz extracted from (for example) bricks one must take into account the strong
OSL sensitivity changes which are known to occur depending on the thermal
history of the sample. Non heated quartz exhibits orders of magnitude less OSL
signal per unit radiation dose than heated material. These temperature-induced
sensitivity changes in quartz are presently not well understood. The phenomenon
is also seen in the related area of luminescence dating in which sedimentary
quartz and quartz from heated archaeological samples show very different OSL
sensitivities. We have studied the effect of high temperature annealing on the
OSL and photo transferred thermoluminescence (PTTL) signals from sedimen-
tary and synthetic quartz. A dramatic enhancement of both OSL and PTTL
sensitivity was found especially in the temperature range 500 to 800°C. Com-
puter simulations of the possible effects were shown to produce data which
agree well with the experimental observations.

The intensities of OSL and PTTL (110°C TL peak created after green light
illumination) are plotted as a function of pre-irradiation annealing temperature
for a typical sedimentary quartz sample (R-912402Q) in Fig. 2.10. Nearly ident-
ical curves were obtained for two other sedimentary quartz samples. The OSL
and PTTL signals show nearly identical curves and it is noted that two distinct
maxima of the OSL and PTTL sensitivities appear in temperature ranges which
are coincident with the known phase changes of SiO2, namely the a-P quartz
transition at 573°C and the p quartz-P2 tridymit transition at 870°C.

To see whether the enhanced OSL sensitivity observed in Fig. 2.10 is an effect
of the previous irradiation (predose) to which the sedimentary samples had been
subjected in nature, synthetic quartz was also used. Synthetic quartz was chosen
for two reasons. Firstly, it is a high crystalline quality and high purity material
and, therefore, must present the simplest case for study. Secondly, its irradiation
and thermal histories are known - in particular it is known not to have received
a natural pre-dose. One part of a synthetic quartz sample was given a laboratory
predose of 50 Gy ^Co gamma radiation, while the other part was used without
any predose. The irradiated sample was then bleached for 100 hours (i.e. the
same bleaching procedure that was given to the natural samples). Each of the
two samples was then divided into six subsamples which were individually
annealed for one hour at 300, 500, 600, 800 and 1000°C, respectively, in addi-
tion to one held at room temperature. OSL intensity versus annealing tempera-
ture for the pre-irradiated and the non-irradiated synthetic quartz samples is
plotted in Fig. 2.11. It is observed that the two curves show a dramatically
enhanced sensitivity at high temperatures similar to that for the sedimentary
quartz - even for the sample which has received no pre-dose. This observation,
together with the fact that both curves in Fig. 2.11 are almost identical, suggests
that the pre-dose effect, if present at all, is a minor, secondary effect and not the
main cause of the large sensitivity enhancements observed with these materials.

The data presented in Fig. 2.10 show a clear enhancement of OSL and PTTL
sensitivity after high temperature annealing before irradiation. These findings
support similar observations made earlier concerning TL emission from similar
materials. In addition to the enhanced sensitivity, however, increased supralinea-
rity in the OSL versus dose curves after annealing was observed.

The instrumental simplicity of OSL makes this technique attractive for radi-
ation dosimetry using natural materials from the environment. Doses lower than

Risø-R-884(EN) 17



1 mGy have been measured by green light OSL on fired quartz extracted from
specimens in nature. The significantly enhanced OSL sensitivity observed after
heating quartz at high temperatures suggests that materials that are known to
have been heated in the temperature interval 500 to 800°C in the past should
preferably be collected from nuclear accident areas for retrospectively assessing
population doses using OSL techniques on natural quartz samples.

200 400 600 800 1000
Annealing Temperature (°C )

1200

Figure 2.10. OSL and PTTL sensitivity as a function of annealing temperature
for a sedimentary quartz sample (R-912402Q). The test dose used in these meas-
urements was 3 Gy. The OSL signal was integrated over the first 60 s. The
PTTL was measured as the integral of the 110°C TL peak (80-140°C) created
after green light exposure. A heating rate og 8°C s'1 was used in the PTTL
measurements.
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Figure 2.11. OSL versus annealing temperature for synthetic quartz. Two data
sets are shown: one for samples that did not have a pre-dose, and one for
samples with a pre-dose. The pre-dose was 50 Gy and the test dose was 3 Gy.

Luminescence Properties of Porcelain Ceramics Relevant to Retrospective
Radiation Dosimetry

When applied to porcelain products, optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) is
a potentially viable method for use in dose reconstruction following contamina-
tion from nuclear accidents. However, dose sensitivities are highly variable,
depending on what type of porcelain is being measured. This is due to the fact
that OSL is potentially stimulated in a variety of component phases of the
ceramics, and these phases vary from sample to sample. An initial attempt has
been made at characterising the luminescence properties of widely available
porcelain wares manufactured under a variety of conditions, in order to establish
the principal luminescent components of the material. Correlation of the lumi-
nescence properties has been made with the OSL dose sensitivities.

Although the principal raw materials for porcelain are quartz, feldspar and
china clay, the spectral and thermal properties of the OSL indicated that a minor
component, A12O3, that is sometimes added, was responsible for the high sensi-
tivity of some porcelain products. A12O3 has been shown to be a very sensitive
OSL radiation dosemeter. However, the sensitivity of the potentially usable
dosemeters contained within porcelain ceramics is likely to depend strongly on
the production conditions (firing temperature, atmosphere etc.), as well as on the
exact composition of the starting materials.

The OSL excitation spectrum, i.e. OSL versus excitation wavelength, of a
typical porcelain sample (no. 2P) was obtained using the Risø scanning monoch-
romator (visible range 400-740 nm) attached to the stimulation light source. The
spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.12. As seen a smooth broad stimulation resonance
is found peaking around 500 nm and thus the material is very suitable for the
Risø standard filtered halogen lamp system producing a broad stimulation wave-
length band from 420 to 550 nm. Nearly similar excitation spectra were
obtained for other samples investigated.

Risø-R-884(EN) 19



To examine the emission characteristics of different OSL sensitive samples, the
time stable photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra were recorded using the
Risø OSL unit and the visible-range scanning monochromator where the UV
stimulation was provided by the halogen lamp, filtered with U-340 filters (peak
transmission at 340 nm). Fig. 2.13 shows PL spectra obtained from 2 different
porcelain samples (nos. 5P, 10P). From comparison with A12O3:C TL material,
the emission near 700 nm is almost certainly that arising from the internal tran-
sition of Cr3*, a very common impurity in this material. The broader emission
seen in this region might also arise from Cr3*, but where the lattice sites are
slightly distorted. The broad band peaking at 410 nm corresponds directly with
the well known F-centre emission in A12O3. All the PL spectra obtained strongly
indicate that the principal luminescent matrix is AI2O3.

The dose response curves, i.e. OSL versus ^Co gamma dose, are shown for
three porcelain samples (nos. 2P, 6P, 13P) in Figs. 2.14A and 2.14B and typical
OSL decay curves for sample 2P that had been given "Co gamma doses from
30 mGy to 2Gy are shown in Fig. 2.15. For most porcelain samples the OSL
signal increases linearly from 10 mGy up to about 20 Gy and shows a further
sublinear increase up to at least 200 Gy. Green light stimulation allowed doses
lower than 50 mGy to be measured with a statistical uncertainty of 10% using
the more sensitive porcelain samples and the lower detection limit was deter-
mined to be well below 10 mGy.

400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2.12. The OSL stimulation spectrum (OSL plotted against stimulation
wavelength) for porcelain sample No 2P.
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Figure 2.13. PL spectra (PL plotted against wavelength) for two bulk porcelain
samples (Nos 5P, 10P). The emission from A12O3 is clearly demonstrated by the
typical peaks at 410 and 700 nm.
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Figure 2.14A and 2.14B. OSL versus 60Co gamma dose for three different por-
celain samples (Nos 2P, 6P, 13P). Note that beta dose exposures have been
individually calibrated against 60Co gamma radiation for each sample (see text).
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Figure 2.15. Typical OSL decay curves for porcelain sample No 2P representing
different doses from 30 mGy to 2 Gy mCo radiation.

2.3 Radon Research

Radon Test Structure

The primary purpose of this study has been to evaluate how well numerical
modelling and soil characterization techniques describe radon transport through
soils and entry into houses under field conditions. The study has been part of a
CEC project entitled Radon sources models and countermeasures that was com-
pleted in 1995.

The experimental basis of the study was a simple 2.6 m x 2.6 m test structure
located on a clayey-till field site at Risø National Laboratory. Over a three-year
period, radon concentrations were measured in more than 40 probes located in
the ground under and around the structure. In total, more than 2000 scintillation-
cell radon measurements were taken. The data can be divided into 7 groups
corresponding to forced flows of soil gas into - or out of - the structure at flow
rates.equal to approx. ±20, ±10, ±5, and 0 litres per minute.

The idea of using a test structure for that type of work - as opposed to a real
house - was that the research could be focused on the soil-related part of the
problem while keeping the influence of house occupants, ventilation, and
unknown building characteristics at a minimum. The decision to conduct experi-
ments under a range of forced-flow conditions was made because it focuses on
the ability of the model to describe combined advective and diffusive transport,
and because these situations resemble radon-mitigation systems based on sub-
slab depressurization and pressurization.
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The key elements of the numerical model are the Darcy-flow approximation of
soil-gas transport plus combined diffusion and advection of radon. Input para-
meters to the model are: gas permeability, radon diffusivity, radon-generation
rate, soil porosity, and soil-moisture content. For a given pressurization of the
structure, the model calculates steady-state pressure, flow, and radon-concentra-
tion fields in the soil.

The study demonstrated, that under field conditions, model estimates of the
radon concentration at the probe locations agreed well with the experimental
results (see Figure 2.16), but that model estimates of soil-gas and radon entry
rates may be off by as much as one order of magnitude: The model underesti-
mated the soil-gas entry rate (see Table 2.3) and overestimated the radon con-
centration associated with this enhanced flow (see Table 2.4). It was found that
the assessment of gas permeability of the soil was the critical parameter for the
model predictions and that new permeability-measuring techniques therefore are
essential if more accurate site-specific estimates of soil-gas or radon entry rates
are needed.
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Figure 2.16. Comparison of model calculations (\H) and measurements (%) of
radon concentrations in four probes. Negative entry rates occur when the struc-
ture is pressurized (air is forced from the structure into the soil).
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Table 2.3. Comparison of predicted and measured soil-gas entry rates. The
model predictions are based on the maximum permeability observed at the site
at the date of the entry-rate determination.

Date

-

Oct.

Aug.

Aug.

May

8,

4

1

1,

1992

, 1994

1, 1994

1995

Maximum
observed
permeability

x 10"12 m2

5

11

10

6

Soil-gas entry rate per pascal
depressurization

(Inverse flow resistance)

Model Measure-
prediction ment

L min'1 Pa"1 L min"1 Pa'1

0.088 0.28+0.01

0.19 0.42+0.01

0.17 0.4110.17

0.10 0.30+0.10

Model-
measure-
ment ratio

< 0.31

<0.45

<C41

<0.33

Table 2.4. Comparison of predicted and measured radon-entry rates. Uncer-
tainties relating to the model predictions come from the uncertainty of the input
parameters to the model. An effective permeability equal to 2.4x10'" m2 is used
in all of the calculations. This is the soil-permeability "as seen from the struc-
ture".

Soil-gas flow into the
structure

L min"1

0 (diffusion)

5.5

10

20

Radon-entry rate into

Model
prediction

Bq s"1

(4±l)xlO°

2.510.4

3.5+0.6

4.7+0.8

Measurement

Bqs"1

(4+l)xlO°

1.810.6

1.1+0.2

1.3+0.2

the structure

Model-
measurement
ratio

-

1.010.4

1.4+0.5

3.2+0.8

3.610.8

Radon Transport in Fractured Media
The study of transport of radon in inhomogeneous and/or fractured media con-
tinued in 1995 with the design, construction, and calibration of the experimental
set-up depicted in Figure 2.17. The set-up can be used in the laboratory to map
radon break-through curves in soil columns such as the large intact samples of
clayey till taken by the Danish Geotechincal Institute.

To verify the analytical procedures of the method and to get acquainted with
the system, transport through two particularly simple systems has been studied:
one that resembles a perfectly homogeneous soil matrix and another one that
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resembles the same situation with one single superimposed fracture. The sys-
tems have been prepared in two columns (30 cm diameter and 160 cm height)
using two types of dry sand. Figure 2.18 shows two break-through curves.

A finite-element model named FRACTRAN of pollutant transport through
fractured porous media was obtained from the University of Waterloo in Canada
and modified for radon transport. The mathematical correctness of certain parts
of the model has been verified, and currently the model is being verified using
the experimental data from the sand columns described above.

Continuous
radon monitor

Exhaust

Sand column
, • Height 1.7m and diameter 0.3m

Differential manometer
Typ. 0-10 Pa

226 Ra source
23.4 kBq

Mass-flow controller
0-1 LJmin

Air supply

Figure 2.17. Experimental set-up used to study radon transport through sand
columns.
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Figure 2.18. Breakthrough curves of radon (122Rn) for two homogeneous sand
columns with or without a superimposed fracture. As can be seen, the fracture
greatly increases the transport of radon. For the fractured system, the travel
time is much less than the half-life of radon (3.8 days) such that after some
delay, the radon concentration at the outflow side is only slightly less than that
at the inflow side. The results are used to validate numerical transport models.

A Search for Dwellings with Elevated Radon Levels

An investigation of the efficiency of a number of radon mitigation methods was
initiated in 1994. During 1995, a search profile for dwellings with elevated
radon levels has been employed to investigate possibly radon prone areas in
Denmark and to find houses suitable for radon mitigation studies. The profile
was defined as dwellings which are single-family houses with slab-on-grade
foundation or partly basement/slab-on-grade foundation built on either fractured
granitic basement rocks, or fractured limestone. Clayey till areas were also
included in the profile in order to confirm earlier findings. Three areas repre-
senting these surface geologies were selected for indoor radon measurements
with CR-39 track detectors, each representing one of the surface geologies of
the search profile: 1) Ramsø (clayey till), 2) the northern coast region on the
island Bornholm (granitic basement rock), and 3) Thisted (fractured limestone).
A total of 200 houses matching the profile underwent radon measurements
during the winter 1994/95.

The distribution of the measured radon concentrations were found in most
cases to comply with log-normal distributions. Measurements in the living
rooms of houses in each of the three selected areas yielded the following geo-
metric means: clayey till: 107 Bq/m3, basement rocks: 135 Bq/m3, and lime-
stone: 123 Bq/m3. These values are all significantly higher than the national
geometric mean of 67 Bq/m3 for living rooms in single-family houses during
winter.

Table 2.5 shows the estimated annual average radon concentrations in the
selected houses compared to data from the Danish national survey from 1985/-
86.

23 houses were selected for radon mitigation work. The countermeasures were
designed and implemented during the fall of 1995 and the control measurements
were initiated in december same year.
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Table 2.5. Estimated annual average radon concentrations in single-family
houses with slab-on-grade foundation or partly basement/slab-on-grade founda-
tion. The houses are grouped according to the local surface geology. The mea-
surements are compared below to data from the Danish national survey from
1985/86 showing the annual average radon concentrations in single-family
houses with any foundation.
N: number of houses in the group. AM: arithmetic mean. GM: geometric
mean. GS: geometric standard deviation.

Annual Averages

Clayey till

Basement rocks

Limestone

Nat. survey

1985/86

N

86

43

71

348

AM

[Bq/m']

96

131

98

68

GM

[Bq/m3]

74

93

83

52

GS

2.5

2.3

1.9

2.0

Fractior

200 Bq/m1

[%]

9

12

7

3

above

400 Bq/m'

[%]

0

5

0

0.6

2.4 Emergency Preparedness
Exercises
On May 4 1995 the Technical Emergency Response Centre (TBT) at Risø toget-
her with the Emergency Management Agency (EMA) and a number of Swedish
participants took part in the exercise OMEGA. A hypothetical break in a pipe
outside the containment at the Barseback Nuclear Power Plant caused a release
of 1 % of the noble gases and 0.01 % of iodine and alkali metals. All the meas-
urement results reported during the exercise were calculated in advance by
means of a PC version of the Risø code PLUCON. In November the exercise
HEXA simulating an accident at DR3 was implemented. During two and a half
hours 25 % of the volatile isotopes in the core of the reactor were assumed to
be released inside the reactor building. The radiation field from the building
made it difficult to measure the small release from the building. All the measur-
ement results reported during the exercise were calculated in advance.

The Early Warning System
The data collection from the Danish Early Fallout Warning System has been in
operation throughout 1996 and has shown a high degree of stability. The Win-
dows NT based system seems to be more stable than the Unix version and the
transfer of the primary data collection is expected to be implemented during
1996.

The Danish Emergency Management Agency is currently implementing a
modernized version of the Danish early warning system in Poland and in the
Baltic countries. The basic unit is a measuring station which contains a 3" x 3"
Na(Tl)-detector for the determination of the background and possible contamina-
tion, a Radoz double GM-detector for the registration of actual dose rate, a rain
gauge and thermometers for the measurement of temperature at the Nal-detector,
the outdoor air temperature and the system cabinet temperature. Data are col-
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Jected and stored through a computer running a Windows NT workstation. The
data collected may be transferred to one or more central computers through
telephone lines with modems.

Risø has inspected sites in Poland and Lithuania prior to the actual installation
and a prototype station has been calibrated and tested through 3 months. At the
end of 1995 all stations were in place. Tests of communication and reliability
continues during 1996.
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3 Reactor Safety

The work of the Reactor Safety Programme was in 1995 concentrated on two
areas: Reactor Physics and Severe Accidents.

3.1 Reactor Physics
The reactor physics activities involve neutron physics and thermo-hydraulic
investigations, both relevant to the operation and safety evaluation of nuclear
power reactors. An important part of the activity is to maintain the existing
computer codes by the use of the codes in the project work.

In 1995 work was performed on the following projects:

- Nodal collision probability theory (3.1.1)
- Calculation of neutron fluxes far from the reactor core (3.1.2)
- Neutron cross sections and burn-up (3.1.3)
- Development of an improved thermo-hydraulic model for boiling water reac-

tors with natural circulation (3.1.4)
- Implementation of natural circulation into an existing BWR-code (3.1.5)
- Calculation for a new radiation shield of rig 7V3 in DR3 (3.1.6)

3.1.1 Nodal Collision Probability Theory

The development of the neutronics part of the fuel assembly code NICOLAS
has been completed. The calculation of the neutron flux distribution is based on
the flat-flux, isotropic collision probability method with interface current coup-
ling between the cells of the system.
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Originally the code was limited to pin-cell lattices. With the addition of three
new cell-type subroutines for transfer probability calculations and a flexible
input/output administration the code is now able to handle most PWR and BWR
geometries including water gaps with cross-shaped control rods, large water
holes, and a water cross.

Until recently, only source mode calculations in one energy group were poss-
ible. The code has been expanded by the addition of an outer iteration loop in
the multigroup formalism. The optional criticality parameter is either the effec-
tive multiplication factor or the reflection coefficient.

In the present version the code uses macroscopic group cross sections obtained
from another code. In order to make it a full-fledged assembly code, it was
originally envisaged, among other things, to incorporate subroutines for cross
section generation based on the ENDF/B-VI library. Due to changing priorities
this plan has been shelved.

3.1.2 Calculation of Neutron Fluxes far from the Reactor Core

When neutron induced activities in reactor construction components outside the
core are to be estimated, it is necessary to calculate the neutron flux distribution
in regions where the flux is quite small compared to the flux of the core from
which the fluxes of the components originate.

Such calculations have been performed in a number of cases at the request of
the Swedish utility Vattenfall for both the Ringhals 1 (BWR) and the Ringhals
2 (PWR) reactors. These calculations involved flux attenuations of the order of
108 to 1010 and, in addition, the geometry was complicated by air-filled cavities
with strong neutron streaming.

In spite of these serious complications, a simple diffusion theory code was
used, and the results were compared afterwards with Monte Carlo calculations.

Surprisingly, the two types of calculations gave quite similar results, provided
that some simple rules were followed. The most important of these was that
tubes and other obstacles in a region with neutron streaming should be disregar-
ded rather than approximated by some homogenized region which interrupts the
streaming path.

Fig. 3.1 shows an example of the neutron flux along the reactor axis from the
core midplane to the top of the lid of the reactor tank where the contribution of
neutrons streaming up along and outside the tank is dominating.

Fig. 3.2 shows the flux spectrum in the top lid calculated by diffusion theory
and by Monte Carlo techniques.
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Figure 3.1. The neutron flux along the z-axis in the PWR Ringhals 2. The vol-
ume above the core (from z = 180 cm) consists of a mixture of water, steel, and
control rods. The tank top lid with its stainless steel liner are the cells denoted
11 and 12. Note, the increase in the flux from 500 to 600 cm. This is due to
neutron streaming in the open space surrounding the reactor tank. In the case
marked by squares, this space has been interrupted by a homogenized region
simulating the 6 large tubes for inlet/outlet cooling water situated at about z =
380 cm.
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3.1.3 Neutron Cross Sections and Burn-Up

A new neutron cross section library has been generated from the data of the
Monte Carlo code MCNP3 (essentially the American evaluated libraries ENDF-
/B-IV and ENDL-85).

These cross sections have made it possible to include many heavy nuclides in
burn-up calculations. A new burn-up routine has been written which calculates
32 heavy nuclides from 232Th to 2S2Cf.

The routine is presently being implemented in the "general purpose" neutronics
code CCCMO, an operation which requires a major revision of the code.

3.1.4 Development of an Improved Thermo-Hydraulic Model for Natural-
Circulation BWR's

A study group composed of programme staff members and others have made a
review of the Lellouche-Zolotar model for two-phase flow, and a report based
on this review has been prepared. A computer code based on the model is under
development. It will replace the existing ANDYCAP code and will be
optimized for a natural circulation BWR. A code has been prepared which cal-
culates steady-state conditions of a fuel assembly consisting of a region contain-
ing fuel rods and a bypass region with no rods. Recently a comparision has been
made between experimental data and results obtained with the code, and the
agreement obtained seems reasonable.

3.1.5 Implementation of Natural Circulation in an Existing BWR Code

In new designs of advanced nuclear reactors, e.g. the Simplified Boiling Water
Reactor (SBWR), passive safety features are often applied. Natural circulation of
the coolant in the primary system instead of forced circulation is one example of
a passive safety feature.

An existing boiling water reactor code, developed for forced circulation, has
been modified so that it can also be used for natural-circulation BWR's. It was
done by a gradual reduction of the pump head of the circulation pumps in the
existing models while at the same time introducing the high chimney riser of the
SBWR.

A comparison between GE's SBWR design and a normal BWR of the same
thermal power was chosen as a test case of the modified code. Differences in
the void and power distributions as well as in the core inlet velocity were clear-
ly noticeable.

It has been demonstrated that the existing BWR code, BWR-ONE, may be
used for natural circulation BWR calculations, at least as far as steady state
calculations are concerned.

However, bad convergence was experienced when the power level of the
SBWR was increased to full power. This could indicate the need for a better
hydraulic representation of natural circulation. Especially the two-phase model
of the code could be improved by use of a better slip correlation.

The dynamic part of the code has not been tested, but before this is done, a
more thorough analysis of the reasons for the bad convergence at steady-state,
full power conditions has to be made.
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3.1.6 Calculation for a new Radiation Shield of Rig 7V3 in DR3

The vertical irradiation rig 7V3 of the Danish research reactor DR3 has been
successfully used for a number of years for neutron transmutation doping of
silicon crystals. However, the steadily increasing demands of the customers for
better uniformity of neutron flux profile have resulted in a proposal to modify
the existing radiation shield of the 7V3.

The design of the new shield was fixed on the basis of neutron flux calcula-
tions with the diffusion theory code DIFF2D and correlated to measurements,
made by customers on about 200 irradiation batches. The new design will be
implemented in the reactor at the beginning of 1996. It should give a uniformity
of the irradiation of about ±2%.

3.2 Severe Accidents
In recent years international reactor safety research has tended to focus on
severe reactor accidents. This has also been the case for the Reactor Safety
Programme where the safety investigations have concentrated on problems
which are part of larger, international projects. In addition, work has also been
carried out in connection with the Danish Nuclear Preparedness Group.

In 1995 work was performed on the following projects:

- Aerosol physics (3.2.1)
- Recriticality studies (3.2.2)
- Danish Nuclear Preparedness Group (3.2.3)

3.2.1 Aerosol Physics

If a nuclear reactor core is damaged during an accident, fission products may be
released from the core through the reactor coolant system and the containment
to the environment. A reliable estimate of the source term requires - among
other things - a good description of the transport and deposition processes in the
reactor coolant system and in the containment.

A large part of the important fission products will after an accident be on
aerosol form, and the modelling of aerosol behaviour, used in a number of
severe accident codes, was assessed. It was found that the modelling of the
codes is based on acceptable theoretical and empirical descriptions. However,
the humidity present in the containment introduces complications which have
not been covered satisfactorily in all codes.

This work was carried out as part of the cooperative Nordic NKS programme.

3.2.2 Recriticality Studies

In special, hypothetical reactor accidents a situation may occur where the reactor
core is left uncooled for a time long enough for the control rods to melt and
disappear from the core, but not long enough for the fuel to be damaged. Upon
reflooding, uncontrolled criticality will occur, possibly with detrimental conse-
quences for the reactor fuel.

A code RECR1T has been written which follows an accident by use of sim-
plified models. However, after criticality has been reached, the thermo-hydrau-
lics of the system becomes very complicated and can not be simulated by the
code in its present state. The project will be continued with improvements of the
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thermo-hydraulic model. An example of the progression of a recriticality acci-
dent, as calculated by use of RECRIT, is demonstrated in Fig. 3.3.

This work was carried out as part of the RAK-2.1 project under the cooper-
ative Nordic NKS programme.

3.2.3 Danish Nuclear Preparedness Group

The aim of the Danish Nuclear Preparedness Group is to ensure that knowledge
in the field of nuclear technology and safety exists in Denmark so that informa-
tion in this field needed by Danish authorities and media is readily available.
The members of the group come from Risø National Laboratory, the Technical
University of Denmark and the Emergency Management Agency.

In 1995 the Nuclear Preparedness Group published its first annual report in
Danish on the international status of nuclear power. The report was distributed
to politicians, civil servants, and other interested persons and to the Danish
media.

As part of the work of the Nuclear Preparedness Group a report describing the
now closed Prototype Fast Reactor at Dounreay in Scotland has been prepared.
This work was carried out as part of the RAK-2.3 project under the cooperative
Nordic NKS programme.

3.3 Activities at the DR 1 Reactor
Activities at the DR 1 reactor have comprised

- Courses on experimental reactor physics for university students and high-
school classes (3.3.1).

- Irradiation of computer memories with fast neutrons to examine bit error fre-
quencies (3.3.2).

3.3.1 Education

The reactor has been used almost exclusively for educational purposes. About
40 high school classes have carried out one-day or half-a-day experiments at the
reactor. The total number of high school pupils in 1995 was about 800.

A number of students from the Technical University of Denmark have carried
out experiments at the reactor over a period of three weeks.

Some of the experiments are:

- Determination of the reactor's temperature-, power, and bubble coefficients
- Neutron activation analysis
- Measurements of neutron cross sections
- Neutron radiography
- Health physics experiments
- Core flux distribution measurements.
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3.3.2 Neutron-Induced Bit Errors in Computer Memories

In 1995, various CMOS-SRAM circuits and hand-held terminals were tested by
neutron irradiation for two electronics companies.

Neutron irradiation can be a problem in computers used on long-distance
passenger flights. The neutrons are generated at flight altitudes when cosmic ray
particles hit oxygen or nitrogen nuclei in the atmosphere. When a fast neutron
thus generated hits a silicon nucleus, the nucleus will recoil, and it may produce
an ionization large enough to cause a bit error in the memory. Modern com-
puters are sensitive to this effect because only a minute electrical charge is
associated with each individual memory bit. The error pattern seen at flight
altitudes is readily reproduced by exposure of the circuit to fast neutrons from a
neutron source available at DR 1.

3.4 Publications

3.4.1 Publications in International Journals, Proceedings and Reports

Bieder, U.; Rosa, F. de; Fynbo, P.; Jokiniemi, J.; Paller, A.; Schatz, A.,
Coupling of aerosol behaviour and thermal-hydraulics. Final report. EUR-16504
(1995) 119 p.

Hojerup, C.F., Diffusion theory used on an extreme geometry and compared
with Monte Carlo calculations. In: Reactor physics calculations in the Nordic
countries. Proceedings. 7. Nordic reactor physics meeting, Espoo (FI), 8-9 May
1995. Hoglund, R. (ed.), (Technical Research Centre of Finland, Espoo, 1995)
(VTT Symposium, 159) p. 24-44

Qvist, J.; Nonbol, E., Intermediate fuel element storage facility at reactor DR3.
In: Proceedings of the 1992 international meeting on reduced enrichment for
research and test reactors. 1992 International meeting on reduced enrichment for
research and test reactors, Roskilde (DK), 27 Sep - 1 Oct 1992. ANL-RERTR-
TM-19; CONF-9209266 (1993) p. 220-227

Rosa, F. De; Fischer, K.; Holzbauer, H.; Schall, M.; Wolf, L.; Manfredini,
A.; Oriolo, F.; Paci, S.; Villotti, A.; Bruzzi, L.; Diamanti, D.; Alonso, A.;
Martin-Fuertes, F.; Parozzi, F.; Sandrelli, G.; Jones, A.V.; Bonanni, E.; Jok-
iniemi, J.; Makynen, J.; Fynbo, P., Coupling of source term codes with ther-
mal-hydraulics.
(ENEA/ERG/FISS, Bologna, 1994) (ST(94)-P131) 104 p.

Thomsen, K.L., Transfer probability calculation for square pin cells by two
dimensional Gaussian quadrature. Nucl. Sci. Eng. (1995) v. 119 p. 153-166

Thomsen, K.L., Investigation of interface current solution techniques for coupled
heterogeneous cells. Nucl. Sci. Eng. (1995) v. 119 p. 167-174

Thomsen, K.L., Interface-current, collision-probability techniques for lattice
calculations. In: Reactor physics calculations in the Nordic countries. Proceed-
ings. 7. Nordic reactor physics meeting, Espoo (FI), 8-9 May 1995. Hoglund, R.
(ed.), (Technical Research Centre of Finland, Espoo, 1995) (VTT Symposium,
159) p. 53-66
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Ølgaard, P.L., Improvements in a four-factor-formula recipe for educational
purposes. In: Reactor physics calculations in the Nordic countries. Proceedings.
7. Nordic reactor physics meeting, Espoo(FI), 8-9 May 1995. Hoglund, R. (ed.),
(Technical Research Centre of Finland, Espoo, 1995) (VTT Symposium, 159) p.
7-23

Ølgaard, P.L., On slip correlations used in the determination of the void dis-
tribution of BWR fuel channels. In: Reactor physics calculations in the Nordic
countries. Proceedings. 7. Nordic reactor physics meeting, Espoo (FI), 8-9 May
1995. Hoglund, R. (ed.), (Technical Research Centre of Finland, Espoo, 1995)
(VTT Symposium, 159) p. 319-335

3.4.2 Riso Reports

Fynbo, P.B., Aerosol modelling in severe accident codes. 2. Containment codes.
Risø-I-813 (1995) 56 p.

Fynbo, P.B., Review and assessment of the modelling of aerosol behaviour
during a light-water reactor severe accident. NKS SIK-2 project. Risø-I-873(EN)
(1995) 96 p.

Højerup, C.F.; Majborn, B.; Ølgaard, P.L. (eds.), International kernekraftstatus
1994. Risø-R-802(DA) (1995) 52 p.

Højerup, C.F., Generation of a new 76 groups neutron data library from ENDF-
/B IV and ENDL85. Risø-I-872 (1995) vp.

Højerup, C.F., A new burn up routine with 32 nuclides from Th232 to Cf252.
Risø-I-881 (1995) 30 p.

Højerup, C.F., A simple model for assessing the possibility and the conse-
quences of recriticality during the reflooding of a damaged core. Risø-I-909
(1995)31 p.

Højerup, C.F., Use of the steady-state neutron flux code, TWODIM, for
dynamic calculations. Risø-I-921(EN) (1995) 13 p.

Højerup, C.F., Diffusion theory used on an extreme geometry and compared
with Monte Carlo calculations. Risø-I-924(EN) (1995) 24 p.

Højerup, C.F., A subroutine for calculating the dynamic temperature distribu-
tion in a fuel rod submerged in a pool of water. Risø-I-942(EN) (1995) 13 p.

Højerup, C.F., Calculations of expected activities of foils placed beneath the
core of a boiling water reactor. Risø-I-947(EN) (1995) 34 p.

Majborn, B.; Brodersen, K.; Damkjær, A.; Højerup, C.F. (eds.), Nuclear
Safety Research Department annual progress report 1994. Risø-R-807(EN) (199-
5) 36 p.

Metz, H.P., Property functions for light water. Risø-I-970 (1995) 26 p.
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Nonbol, E., Beregning af nyt afskærmningsdesign for silicium-riggen 7V3 i
reaktor DR3. Risø-I-935(DA) (1995) 18 p.

Thomsen, K.L., Interface-current, collision-probability techniques for lattice
calculations. Risø-I-925(EN) (1995) 16 p.

Thomsen, K.L., Transfer probability routines for BWR water gap and control
blade cells. Riso-I-972 (1995) 26 p.

Ølgaard, P.L., On slip correlations used in the determination of the void dis-
tribution of BWR fuel channels. Risø-I-929(EN) (1995) 17 p.

Ølgaard, P.L., Interpretation of the Lellouche-Zolotar model for Two-phase
flow. Risø-I-967 (1995) 25 p.

3.4.3 Other Publications

Fynbo, P.B., Danish teenagers run a reactor. Nucl. Europe Worldscan (1995)
(no.7/8) p. 35

Højerup, F.; Majborn, B.; Ølgaard, P.L., International kernekraftstatus 1994.
Risønyt (1995) (no.l) p. 14-15

3.5 Lectures at Conferences and Meetings
Mailliat, A.; Hueber, C ; Layly, V.D.; Rosa, F. de; Dutton, L.M.C.; Sims, H.;
Fynbo, P.B.; Hellman, S.; Jokiniemi, J.; Lopez Jimenez, J., Containment
phenomena. Third reinforced action on reactor safety source term project. FISA-
95 symposium, Luxembourg (LU), 20-22 Nov 1995.
Unpublished.

Højerup, F., Rekritikalitet efter reaktoruheld. Videnberedskabsseminar, Risø
(DK), 14 Nov 1995.
Unpublished. Abstract available

Nonbøl, E., ESBWR: European Simplified Boiling Water Reactor. Videnbered-
skabsseminar, Risø (DK), 14 Nov 1995.
Unpublished. Abstract available

4 Research Reactor DR3

DR3 is a heavy-water moderated and cooled nuclear research reactor which has
been in operation since 1960. It was originally built as a Materials Testing Rea-
ctor, but today it is used as a Multipurpose Research Reactor. The operation
cycle is 4 weeks, of which 23 Vi days is continuous operation and 4!/2 days is
shut down. The vertical experimental facilities comprise 13 tubes in the core, 50
mm diameter, and 14 tubes in the D2O and graphite reflectors with sizes ranging
from 10 to 18 cm in diameter. Four tubes, 18 cm diameter, pass horizontally
and tangentially to the core. These facilities were intended for loop experiments,
but turned out to be excellent beam ports. Two beam ports are supplied with
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thermal neutrons from a water scatterer, two others are supplied with cold neu-
trons from a 38 K cold hydrogen neutron source.

Six three-axis spectrometers and a Small Angle Neutron Scatterer (SANS)
instrument are supplied by the neutron beams from the four beam ports belong-
ing to the tangential 18 cm diameter tubes. One of the cold source beam ports is
connected to a building outside the reactor hall, by means of a neutron guide
tube. The monochromatic cold neutron flux at the sample position is: 710sn
cm'V(En = 5meV). Two of the three-axis spectrometers are multipurpose instru-
ments with a high degree of flexibility, facilitated by five different detector arms
which can be attached or detached in less than one hour.

Neutron scattering is an important technique for the study of large molecules
such as polymers and biological molecules and for the study of
superconductivity and magnetism in high-temperature superconductors. These
are examples of recent applications of the beam facilities of DR3. DR3 is
appointed as a Large European Beam Facility and the neutron beam instruments
are intensively utilized by researchers from Risø and from other EU-countries.

The neutrons from DR3 are also used for activation analysis, isotope produc-
tion and transmutation doping of silicon. These activities are described in sec-
tion 5.

In 1995 DR3 was kept in operation at 10 MW for 7071 hours corresponding to
81% of the year.

5 Isotope Laboratory

The Isotope Laboratory is involved in all stages of activity from scientific
research and technical development to commercial production. The research
programme Radioanalytical Chemistry is placed at the laboratory. In addition,
the laboratory is providing irradiation services and neutron transmutation doping
of silicon.

5.1 Radioanalytical Chemistry
Radioanalytical research and development is carried out in close collaboration
with scientists in the biomedical and environmental fields from hospitals and
universities in Denmark and other countries.

Two EU meetings have been held by SM&T concerning certification of refer-
ence materials. At the first meeting results for chromium in three plant
materials, sewage sludge and fly ash were treated. The second meeting dealt
with certification of the total amounts and the in aqua regia Ieachable amounts
of manganese, cobalt, chromium and zinc in one soil and two sludge materials.
The Isotope Laboratory had determined the elements by instrumental neutron
activation analysis (INAA) before and after aqua regia leaching. The leachable
contents were found indirectly as a difference between the two results.

Co-operation with the National Environmental Research Institute (DMU) con-
tinued under the SAGA project to determine trace element concentrations in
arctic air; a Ph.D. project is carried out in co-operation with the University of
Illinois and supported by the US National Science Foundation. Results for up to
16 trace elements obtained by neutron activation analysis of several hundred air
filter samples were presented at conferences in Vienna and San Francisco.
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The project "Physico-chemical forms of aluminum in non-equilibrium aquatic
systems and related biological effects", which has been supported financially by
the European Commission, has been concluded. The results of the analytical co-
operation with DMU, concerning the applicability of ICP-MS for the aluminum
investigations of fish tissues, were presented at the MTAA-9 conference, held in
Seoul, Korea. The presented results were accepted for publication in J. Radio-
anal. Nucl. Chem.

An international intercomparison of results for aluminum in fish tissue has
been organised by the Isotope Laboratory, and samples have been distributed to
laboratories in Belgium, Japan and USA; all results are not yet received.

The determination of platinum in nerve tissues and different organs of cancer
patients, who have been treated with cisplatin, was continued. The project is
carried out in co-operation with the Copenhagen University Hospital and is
supported by the Danish Cancer Society.

A new analytical method, concerning the determination of trace amounts of
platinum in airborne dust, is in development. The method includes digestion of
collected filter samples and preconcentration of platinum using electrolysis.
Some samples, collected at places with heavy traffic, have been analyzed in
1995.

In co-operation with the John F. Kennedy Institute copper was determined in
chorionic villi and placenta samples concerning diagnosis of Menkes disease.
The copper was determined by neutron activation analysis (RNAA) in a total of
26 samples.

Co-operation with the Helsinki University Hospital and the John F. Kennedy
Institute continues with determination of arsenic, copper, manganese and sele-
nium in hair samples from patients with occipital horn syndrome. The elements
were determined in 4 samples by RNAA.

For University Hospitals copper was also determined by RNAA in liver
biopsies from 8 patients with and without Wilson's disease.

The programme leader has been appointed member of the EU Certification
Committee under DG 12.

5.2 Irradiation Services
The Basic Irradiation Service section continues to fulfil our commitment to
cover all needs for neutron-irradiated materials for technical and scientific pur-
poses in Denmark. It is responsible for the production of radioactive isotopes
and other radioactive materials for industry, hospitals and research institutions.
Part of the deliveries to domestic as well as foreign customers are unprocessed
irradiations from dedicated reactor irradiation facilities. All radioactive materials
needed for Rise's own research are made as ready-to-use preparations.

A total of 1072 irradiations were carried out for use by Risø and 22 different
external customers in Denmark, Sweden, Germany, Switzerland, Australia and
the U.K. The number of dispatched batches of NH4

82Br is still increasing
because of the extended use of this material for leak detection in pipework, and
there are also an increasing number of scientific customers from abroad using
irradiations in the thermal neutron facility for fission track dating of rocks.
Altogether 289 shipments of other radioactive products were made to a variety
of institutes, industry and hospitals; approximately 58 % were radiopharmaceuti-
cals.

A new agreement has been entered with the Danish Isotope Pharmacy con-
cerning future co-operation with respect to the production of radiopharmaceutic-
als.
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At the end of the year the commercial delivery of Sodium Iodohippurate (mI)
Injection was stopped after more than 33 years of continuous production. As the
product is being replaced by MTcm labelled compounds, the sale had dropped to
an unprofitable level.

For research applications at Risø 82 irradiations were performed and 146
deliveries of radioisotopes in specially prepared forms were made. For educa-
tional purposes 509 solid radioactive sources were supplied to the Nordic coun-
tries.

5.3 NTD-Silicon
Neutron transmutation doping of silicon takes place in 7 facilities in the DR3
reactor. Three facilities are placed in the graphite, three facilities are placed in
the heavy water in vertical positions and one facility is placed in a horizontal
position in the heavy water.

The existing irradiation facilities have been updated and improved. The instru-
mentation in one of the vertical 4" facilities has been redesigned with modern
components, and is now under testing.

A new horizontal 5" facility has been designed, and invitations to submit ten-
ders have been offered for the mechanical parts and for the software for the
control system. The partners for both parts have been selected, and the facility is
planned to be installed in DR 3 in September 1997.

The quality of the NTD-process is maintained by the means of a documented
quality management system in accordance with ISO 9000. The system is audited
twice annually by the Danish Standards Association since the certificate was
issued 1994-01-31. In June 1995 the certificate was upgraded to the reviewed
standard DS/EN ISO 9002:1994.

As a consequence of the quality procedures, the suppliers, who may have
influence on the product quality, must be approved. This is also the case for
internal suppliers at Riso. The products however are different and more com-
plex, and in some cases there are no alternative supplier. The products cover
neutron irradiation, maintenance and service of equipment, R&D and highly
specialized manufacture. The laboratory therefore has signed agreements with
two internal suppliers, and a third agreement is under preparation.

5.4 Publications

5.4.1 Publications in International Journals, Proceedings and Reports

Alfassi, Z.B.; Rietz, B., Determination of aluminium by instrumental neutron
activation analysis in biological samples with special reference to NBS SRM
1577 bovine lever. Analyst (1994) v. 119 p. 2407-2410

Biegalski, S.R.; Landsberger, S.; Heydorn, K.; Kemp, K.; Wåhlin, P., Com-
parison of NAA and PIXE in the analysis of arctic aerosol samples. Trans. Am.
Nucl. Soc. (1995) v. 73 p. 12-13
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Damsgaard, E.; Heydorn, K., Matrix problems in the certification
analysis of botanical materials by neutron activation analysis. Sci. Total
Environ. (1995) v. 176 p. 93-96

Exley, C ; Rosseland, B.O.; Salbu, B.; Heydorn, K.; Wendelaar Bonga, S.E.;
Witters, H., Physico-chemical forms of aluminium in non-equilibrium aquatic
systems and related biological effects. Final report. (University of Keele, Keele,
1995) vp.

Heydorn, K., Validation of neutron activation analysis techniques. In: Quality
assurance for environmental analysis. Method evaluation within the measure-
ments and testing programme (BCR). Quevauviller, P.; Maier, E.A.; Griepink,
B. (eds.). (Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1995) (Techniques and Instrumentation in Ana-
lytical Chemistry, 17) p. 89-110

Heydorn, K.; Alfassi, Z.; Damsgaard, E.; Rietz, B.; Solgaard, P., Validation
of methods for the determination of aluminium in fish gills by INAA and ICP-
MS. J. Radioanal. Nucl. Chem. Art. (1995) v. 192 p. 321-329

Heydorn, K.; Damsgaard, E., Indirect determination of soluble trace elements in
certified reference materials by neutron activation analysis. Mikrochim. Acta
(1995) v. 119 p. 297-304

Hærslev, T.; Jacobsen, G.K.; Horn, N.; Damsgaard, E., Metallothionein express-
ion in placental tissue in Menkes disease. APMIS (1995) v. 103 p. 568-573

Rietz, B.; Heydorn, K.; Krarup-Hansen, A., Determination of platinum by
neutron activation analysis in nerve tissue from rats treated with cisplatin. In:
Nuclear analytical methods in the life sciences 1994. International conference
on nuclear analytical methods in the life sciences, Prague (CZ), 13-17 Sep 1993.
Kucera, J.; Obrusnik, I.; Sabbioni, E. (eds.), (Humana Press, Totowa, NJ, 1994)
(Biological Trace Element Research, 43-45) p. 343-350

Rietz, B., Results for platinum in tissues, urine, blood and plasma samples of
rats obtained by different analytical techniques. In: New perspectives in the
research of hardly known trace elements. Proceedings. 6. International sympo-
sium, Budapest (HU), Jul 1994. Pais, I. (ed.), (University of Horticulture and
Food Science, Budapest, 1994) p. 27-43

5.4.2 Riso Reports

Annual report 1994 Isotope Division. Risø-Dok-386 (1995) vp.

Heydorn, K.; Jacobsen, U.; Jørgensen, J.C.; Hegaard, N.; Andresen, K.;
Damsgaard, E.; Rietz, B., Isotoplaboratoriet. Periodisk rapport 4, 1994. Risø-I-
876 (1995) 8 p.

Heydorn, K.; Jacobsen, U.; Jørgensen, J.C.; Hegaard, N.; Andresen, K.;
Damsgaard, E.; Rietz, B., Isotoplaboratoriet. Periodisk rapport I, 1995. Risø-I-
902(DA) (1995) 9 p.

Heydorn, K.; Jacobsen, U.; Jørgensen, J.C.; Hegaard, N.; Andresen, K.;
Damsgaard, E.; Rietz, B., Isotoplaboratoriet. Periodisk rapport 2, 1995. Risø-I-
926(DA) (1995) 9 p.
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Heydorn, K.; Jacobsen, U.; Jørgensen, J.C.; Hegaard, N.; Andresen, K.;
Damsgaard, E.; Rietz, B., Isotoplaboratoriet. Periodisk rapport 3, 1995. Risø-I-
971 (DA) (1995) 8 p.

5.4.3 Other Publications

Heydorn, K., Træk af neutronaktiveringsanalysens historic Dansk Kemi (1995)
v. 76 (no.9) p. 9-10

Schuhmacher, W.W., Two 'iron' words: Germanic vs Polynesian. CILL (1994)
v. 20 (no.3/4) p. 147-149

Schuhmacher, W.W., Two more Uhlenbeck memories. Fontes Lingvæ Vasco-
num (1996) v. 27 p. 421-430

5.5 Lectures at Conferences and Meetings
Heydorn, K., Uncertainty budget in radioanalysis. IAEA expert workshop, Lucas
Heights (AU), 20 Feb 1995.
Unpublished.

Heydorn, K., Use of Ko as a QA/QC tool in NAA. Computer software for neu-
tron activation analysis, Seoul (KR), 29 Sep 1995.
Unpublished.

Heydorn, K., Applicability of the poisson distribution for quality assurance of
environmental measurements by neutron activation analysis. Nuclear physics for
protection of the environment, Dubna (RU), 24 May 1995.
Unpublished.

Heydorn, K., Comparison of trace element distributions in occipital horn syn-
drome and Menkes disease with normal subjects by neutron activation analysis.
5. COMTEX symposium, Vancouver (CA), 10 Jul 1995.
Unpublished.

Heydorn, K., Validation of loss-free counting system for neutron activation anal-
ysis with short-lived indicators. MTAA-9, Seoul (KR), 25 Sep 1995.
Unpublished.

Rietz, B., Concentrations vf aluminium in gills, noses and skin of trout deter-
mined by INA A. Final EC-project meeting, Doonverth (NL), 29 Jan 1995.
Unpublished.

Rietz, B., The determination of aluminium in fish gills by INAA and ICP-MS.
MTAA-9, Seoul (KR), 29 Sep 1995.
Unpublished.

Schuhmacher, W., Proto-Austronesian monosyllabicity and Iongrange compari-
son. 5. Southeast Asian Linguistics Society meeting, Tucson, AZ (US), 21 May
1995.
Unpublished.
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Heydorn, K., Træk af neutronaktiveringsanalysens historie. Niels Hofman-Bang
symposium, Lyngby (DK), 25 Aug 1995.
Unpublished.

Heydorn, K., Validering af software-baserede analysemetoder. Dansk Selskab
for Kemometri, Ingeniørhuset, Kbh. (DK), 28 Nov 1995.
Unpublished.

Heydorn, K., Motivering for overrækkelse af Eurolab Danmarks pris 1994 til
Sven Eiland, Telecom Danmark. Herlev Sygehus, København (DK), 24 Mar
1995.
Unpublished.

6 Waste Management

6.1 Practical Waste Management
The Waste Management Plant at Risø has obligations in connection with the
collection, processing and storage of Danish radioactive waste as well as with
ordinary pollution abatement within the Risø area.

6.1.1 Radioactive Waste

Radioactive wastes from all Danish users of radioisotopes are treated and stored
at the Waste Management Plant at Risø. The treatment methods for radioactive
waste are unchanged from previous years:

A balling press is used for compaction of low-level solid waste. In 1995 4.4 t
out of total of 11.2 t solid low-level waste (2/3 of which was compacted) was
coming from outside, primarily from hospitals, industry and various laboratories.
The waste from outside contained about 700 GBq long-lived activity, mainly in
the form of a few larger spent sources which were stored separately.

Low-level radioactive waste water from the facilities at Risø is purified by
distillation. The total release of mixed P-emitters from the distillation plant and
various other minor sources was ~ 77 MBq. This is about 0.6 % of the per-
mitted releases to Roskilde Fiord. In addition 3000 GBq of tritiated water were
released to the fiord and about 6 GBq l4C-carbon dioxide to the atmosphere.

The evaporator concentrate is bituminized and the purification of 1800 m3

waste water gave rise to about 1.7 t bituminized material containing about 1.4
GBq p-activity. As illustrated by Fig.6.1 the collected activity is considerably
less than in previous years. The decline is due to termination of the Hot Cell
investigations at Risø. The remaining activity - in general of shorter lived radio-
isotopes - is from other nuclear facilities at Risø (The DR3 reactor, the Isotope
Laboratory and the Waste Management Plant itself).
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Figure 6.1. Total yearly collected ^-activity in bituminized evaporator concen-
trate from the waste water purification plant at Riso.

The ordinary radioactive waste treatment procedures resulted in a total of 108
drums containing bituminized evaporator concentrate or compacted low-level
solid waste.

Transfer of old waste units from the old storage area "Betonrørslageret" to the
new storage building for low-level waste near the Waste Management Plant was
continued in 1995. At the end of the year 2852 drums were removed correspon-
ding to 87 % of the units originally present. The remaining units are the oldest
(> 30 years) and most corroded. Nearly all of them have to be overpacked
although the activity content is very low. The total inventory in the new build-
ing was 3661 drums at the end of 1995.

External y-measurements of radioisotopes are made on all drums placed in the
new storage building and estimates of the contents of "7Cs and "Co are
obtained. A description of the measurement principles will be available in 1996.
Correlation of the 137Cs contents to plutonium determined in selected samples of
old and new waste products is attempted, see Section 6,2.1.

Waste from decommissioning of the Risø Hot Cells has used nearly all the
capacity in the facility for storage of waste which is a-contaminated or has high
external radiation (Centralvejslageret). Possibilities for extending the storage
capacity without major construction work was studied in a preliminary manner
in 1995. Applications for funding and permits from the authorities will be made
in 1996.

The storage facilities at Risø are only for temporary use and eventually the
radioactive waste must be disposed of permanently. Because of the relatively
large amount of radioactive waste which will arise from future decommissioning
of the major nuclear facilities at Risø, it is thought practical to postpone the
disposal of all the waste until some time into the next century.

Although there is no immediate need for larger studies connected with a Dan-
ish disposal system, participation in international research concerned with the
safety of disposal systems is important for maintaining contacts within the field.
Staff from the Waste Management Plant participate in Nordic cooperative pro-
jects and in the EU research programme on radioactive waste management.
Formally the research work is now a part of the Radiation Protection Research
Programme at Risø.
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6.1.2 Inactive Systems

Decontamination of protective clothing, ordinary laundry facilities, collection of
chemically toxic waste, and purification of ordinary sewage water from the Riso
area are also taken care of at the Waste Management Plant.

The biological waste water treatment plant was old and had to be modified to
meet more stringent environmental requirements including nitrogen purification
before the end of 1996. Reconstruction of the plant was initiated in 1995 and
what is essentially a completely new plant will be in use in the summer of 1996.
The project is supervised by COWIconsult A/S. Construction work is carried out
by NPL byg with Albrechtsen & Holm supplying the machinery and Riso itself
taking care of the electrical installations. Semi-dry sewage sludge from the old
waste water purification system has been in temporary storage for about 5-8
years while various disposal possibilities were discussed with the environmental
protection authorities. The material is somewhat contaminated with heavy metals
including uranium (from the ponds with tailings from pilot plant extraction from
ores from Greenland). It appears that disposal at the controlled tip for inactive
waste at Riso will be acceptable.

6.2 Waste Management Research
Safety assessment of disposal of radioactive waste requires knowledge about
isotope contents and general properties of the waste, how the waste interacts
with surrounding materials, and how released radioisotopes are migrating from
the disposal site and eventually reaches the biosphere. Staff from the Waste
Management Plant is contributing to international studies within the following
areas:

6.2.1 Isotope Inventories etc. in Riso Waste

Partly supported by TNA (Danish Nuclear Regulatory Authority) some efforts
have been made to determine plutonium isotopes in selected samples of bitumin-
ized evaporator concentrates from the Riso plant. Up to about 10 Bq 239+240Pu/g
bituminized product was found, but less or much less than 1 Bq/g is normal.
U7Cs, 24lAm and uranium isotopes were determined by y-spectroscopy. Some of
the analyses were carried out by a visiting American PhD student and the results
were presented by her at the ANS meeting in Los Angeles in 1995. It is found
that the Pu and Am contents are correlated with l37Cs although the ratios are
lower than typical for the spent fuel investigated at the Risø Hot Cells where
most of the activity originates. The uranium contents are much higher than
corresponding to spent fuel because of contribution of unirradiated uranium
from.other Riso facilities.

This and other information was used as the Danish contribution to the NKS-
AFA study of waste inventories and characterization in the Nordic countries.

6.2.2 Properties of Bituminized Materials

A four year EU contract on "Characteristics of Bituminized Waste" was con-
tinued as a cooperation between CEN Cadarache, France, CEN/SCK Mol, Bel-
gium, and Risø. A final report covering the period March 1992 - March 1996 is
in preparation.

The experiments carried out at Risø has been concerned with effects of water
uptake into bituminized evaporator concentrate which typically contains 10-30
% easily dissolvable salt in form of small crystals dispersed together with insol-
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uble sludge particles in bitumen. It has been demonstrated that water uptake
from water or high humidity air results in the formation of a bubble structure
filled with salt solution which eventually is turning into an interconnected chan-
nel system permitting diffusive leaching of radioisotopes also from the interior
of the sample. The mechanism is able to explain water uptake, swelling and
leaching from unconfined samples of bituminized evaporator concentrates as
well as the rather high osmotic pressures which may be generated in confined
samples when swelling is prevented.

A separate report describing modelling of the phenomenon is in preparation.

6.2.3 Properties of Cementitious Materials

The EU contract on "The Performance of Cementitious Barriers in Repositories"
comprises work done at AEA Technology, Harwell, and Risø with minor contri-
butions from BAM (Bundesanstalt fur Materialpriifung), Berlin, and NR Rez,
the Czech Republic. The contributions to the final report was delivered to AEA
Technology for editing medio 1995 but a complete draft version is not yet avail-
able.

The experimental work at Risø was mainly concerned with crack filling and
crack surface covering in cementitious barriers due to a flow of calcium bicar-
bonate containing ground water. From a safety point of view it is important that
a rather impermeable - and self repairing - layer of calcium carbonate crystals is
formed on the inner surfaces of such cracks. The deposits prevents the solution
from being buffered by contact with the bulk of the cementitious material, and
the cracks may then function as preferential flow channels for dissolved
transuranic radioisotopes which otherwise would precipitate in the high pH
environment.

A numerical model of the layer formation has been developed and gives satis-
factory results albeit based on very simplified cement chemistry. A separate
report on the model is in preparation.

Results from the 220Rn measurements carried out at NR Rez, the Czech Repub-
lic, on similar calcium carbonate layers in cracks, was found - after Risø assist-
ance with modelling of the system - to be in agreement with the behaviour of
the layer indicated by Risø measurements and modelling of quite different types.

The crack filling studies are expected to continue under a new EU contract.
Migration of chloride ions into concrete and their influence on corrosion of

embedded steel is the topic of a working group set up by DBK (Danish Con-
crete Association). Risø was represented due to general interest in diffusion in
concrete. A summary review report was issued in the DBK journal medio 1995
and will be followed by a more extensive version including background infor-
mation.

6.3 Soil Chemistry
Soil chemistry and ecology is of interest for dose evaluation when radioisotopes
have spread from buried waste and reach the biosphere. The topic as such is not
studied at present but considerable effort has gone into development of a general
model for the elemental turnover in soils and plants in a forest area. The work is
made for the NECO project (Nitrogen Deposition, Turnover and Effects in
Coniferous Forests Ecosystems) financed by the Danish Strategic Environmental
Research Programme. The project period ends by the end of 1996.

The SAMUS model (single area model of unsaturated soil) is based on the
ECCES model previously developed at Risø. Most of the features necessary to
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handle the complicated nitrogen system are now introduced into the model.
Example calculations, comparison with field measurements from the Ulborg site
in Jutland and a general description of the model will be available in 1996. The
model may later be modified to include radioisotopes.

6.4 Publications
Brodén, K.; Carugati, S.; Brodersen, K.; Carlsson, T.; Viitanen, P.; Walderhaug,
T.; Pålsson, S.E.; Backe, S.; Sortie, A; Avfallskaraktarisering for långlivat låg-
ock medelaktivt avfall i Norden. Delrapportering for projekt AF A-1.1, NKS/AF-
A-l(95)l, 1995.

Brodersen, K.; Pilegaard, K., Biogeochemical cycling, modelling. In: Centre for
Terrestrial Ecosystem Research. Status report 1992-1994. NECO, HEATH inter-
national projects. Sub-programme I: Atmosphere and Air pollution. (The Danish
Environmental Research Programme, Copenhagen, 1994) p. 58-61

Brunei, G.; Brodersen, K.; Gens, R.; Sneyders, A.; Iseghem, P. van; Charac-
teristics of bitumiunized radioactive waste. EU contract, Annual progress report
1994. (Centre de Caderache, Saint Paul lez Durance Cedex, 1995)

Carugati, S.; Brodersen, K., "Driftsrapport for Behandlingsstationen med tilhøre-
nde lagre." Perioden 1/1 til 12/12-1995, Risø, (in Danish).

6.5 Lectures at Conferences and Meetings
Brodersen, K.; Carugati, S.; Rasmussen, J.B.; Swelling due to water uptake and
leaching of bituminized waste materials containing soluble salts and modelling
of such systems. Presentation of work carried out at Risø between Oct. 1994
and Oct. 1995, EC task 3 meeting, Mol (Belgium) Oct. 1995. Unpublished,
Abstract available.

Brodersen, K.; NECO - SAMUS modellen, Presentation of the SAMUS model
at a SMP (Strategiske Miljøforsknings Program) seminar at Vedersø Klithotel,
November 1995. Unpublished.
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7 Personnel

Head of Department
Benny Majborn

Scientists and Engineers

Radiation Protection
Anders Damkjær (head af programme)
Claus Erik Andersen
Lars Bøtter-Jensen
Poul Christensen
Bent Lauritzen
Jørgen Lippert
Brian Markey (post doc)
Flemming Nielsen
Nigel Poolton (post doc)
Ole Walmod-Larsen

Reactor Safety
Povl L. Ølgaard (head of programme)
P.E. Becher
Peter Bille Fynbo
C.F. Højerup
Erik Nonbøl
Knud Ladekarl Thomsen

Isotope Laboratory
Kaj Heydorn (head of laboratory)
Kirsten S. Andresen
Else Damsgaard
Niels Hegaard
Ulf Jacobsen
Jesper C. Jørgensen
Bernd Rietz

Research Reactor DR3
Heinz Floto (reactor manager)
Mogens Bagger Hansen (deputy reactor manager)
Niels Ole Birkelund
Søren Erik Jensen
Kirsten Hjerrild Nielsen
Jens Svane Qvist
John A. Sørensen
Poul Winstrøm
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Waste Management Plant
Knud Brodersen (head of waste management plant)
Massimo Steen Carugati

Ph.D. Students
Jette Borg
Ayoe G. Hoff
Niels A. Larsen
Hans Peter Metz

Technical Staff

Radiation Protection
Birthe Berg
Per Brøns
Henrik E. Christiansen
Lissi Sture Hansen
Jørgen Jakobsen
Nina Jensen
Johannes Jepsen
Finn Jørgensen
Finn Pedersen
Lis Sørensen
Finn Willumsen

Isotope Laboratory
Steen Bidstrup
Jørgen Hanefeld-Møller
Trine Hansen
Jette Iversen
Michael Jacobsen
Gert Rågner Jensen
Svend E. Kerchhoff
Birgitte Larsen
Leif Laursen
Kirsten M. Madsen
Lars Stadsvold
Flemming Sørensen
Mads Wille

Research Reactor DR3
Axel.B. Andersen
Bent Steen Andersen
Torben Johan Autzen
Heino Bentzen
Jørgen Christensen
Knud E. Christiansen
Herluf Domino
Henning Frederiksen
Bende Christian Hansen
Benny Kurt Hansen
Flemming Hansen
Wagn Søndergaard Hansen
Thomas Hausschildt
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Kim Peter Hej lund
Poul Aage Jacobsen
Børge Jensen
Erling J. Jørgensen
Henning Jørgensen
Benny Carl Kjølhede
John Larsen
Niels Larsen
Tim Granskov Madsen
Palle R. Mårtensson
Børge Nielsen
Freddy Nielsen
Peter Nielsen
Carsten Nikolajsen
Jesper Nørgaard
Jørn Lars Olsen
Erling Aarup Pedersen
Per Pedersen
Thomas D. Petersen
Bo Ransfort
Henning Rask
Søren Roed
Finn Rudolfsen
Leif Rødskov
Michael Thomsen
Claus Thorsen
Arne West
Poul Wiig
Arne Flemming Wiirtz
Ole H. Andersen
Bent Christensen
Flemming Frederiksen
John Gade
Finn Grandahl Jacobsen
Sten Brian Jensen
Thorkild Johansen
Jacob M. Mortensen
Morten Lillevang Nielsen
Palle Bøgelund Nielsen
Søren Ole Nielsen

Waste Management Plant
Birthe Andersen
Winnie Andersen
Mogens Christiansen
Birthe Hansen
Signe Hansen
Ole Soiling Hansen
Jørgen Lang Hansen (temporary)
Kurt Jensen (temporary)
Fini Jørgensen (temporary)
Jørgen Larsen
Peter Nielsen
Palle Olsson
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Jesper Bohn Rasmussen
Nina Thomsen
Bent Willumsen
Ruth Aagesen

Office Staff
Lene Birch
Inge Blyitgen
Anni Lambæk Hansen
Merete Larsen
Margit Nielsen
Lis Rasmussen

Guest Scientists
Steven Bigalski, University of Illinois, USA
Geoff A.T. Duller, University College of Wales, UK
Kendra M. Foltz, University of Illinois, USA
Hogne Jungner, University of Helsinki, Finland
Steve W.M. McKeever, Oklahoma State University, USA
Ashok Singhvi, Physical Radiation Laboratory, Ahmedabad, India

M.Sc.Stiicients
Jakob Helt Hansen

Apprentices
Per Hansen
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8 Committee Memberships

8.1 National
The advisory committee on protection measures in the case of accidents in
nuclear facilities (§ 9 stk 2)
C.F. Højerup and B. Majborn
(E. Nonbøl and 0 . Walmod-Larsen, substitutes)

The coordination committee of the Emergency Management Agency and Riso
National Laboratory
A. Damkjaer and B. Majborn

The coordination committee for nuclear safety in Central- and Eastern Europe
(Ministry of Foreign Affairs)
B. Majborn

The advisory coordination committee for research in environmental medicine
(Ministry of Health)
B. Majborn

The Board of the Danish Nuclear Society
B. Majborn

The Academy of the Technical Sciences
K. Heydorn

EUROLAB Denmark. Awards committee.
K. Heydorn

The DK-BCR committee
K. Heydorn

The Contact Committee for Chemometry. The Society of Danish Engineers
K. Heydorn

8.2 International

European Union

Consultative Committee for the Specific Programme on Nuclear Fission Safety
1994-1998
B. Majborn

European Community Measurements and Testing
K. Heydorn

Technical Experts on Radiation Protection Dosimetry
P. Christensen
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Technical Experts on Environmental Radiation Monitoring
L. Bøtter-Jensen

EURADOS working group 2. Skin Dosimetry
P. Christensen

EURADOS working group 12. Environmental Radiation Monitoring
L. Bøtter-Jensen

Article 37 Group of Experts
O. Walmod-Larsen

Expert Group of Transfrontier Emergency Planning
O. Walmod-Larsen

National Correspondents on Assistance and Emergency Planning in the Event of
a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency
F. Nielsen

Working Party on Criteria for Recycling Materials from the Dismantling of
Nuclear Installations
M.S. Carugati

ACPM for the Community Plan of Action in the Field of Radioactive Waste
K. Brodersen

International Technical Division on Reference Materials
K. Heydorn

Group for Nuclear Safety Research Index, NSRI
E. Nonbøl

OECD/NEA

Nuclear Science Committee
C.F. Højerup

NEA Data Bank Executive Group
C.F. Højerup

CSNI (NEA) Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations
P.B. Fynbo

Principal Working Group 4, PWG 4
P.B. Fynbo

Editorial Advisory Boards

Radiation Measurements
L. Bøtter-Jensen
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Radiation Protection Dosimetry
L. Bøtter-Jensen

Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry
K. Heydorn

Revista Nucleotecnica
K. Heydorn

Analytical Letters
B. Rietz

Nuclear Europe Worldscan
E. Nonbøl

Other Committees

The Board of the Nordic Nuclear Safety Research Programme, NKS
B. Majborn

NKS Reference Group for Radioactive Waste
K. Brodersen

International Solid State Dosimetry Organization
L. Bøtter-Jensen

Standing Committee for the International Solid Sate Dosimetry Conferences
L. Bøtter-Jensen

MTAA International Committee
K. Heydorn

European Atomic Energy Society (EAES) Working Group
B. Majborn

European Atomic Energy Society (EAES). Research Reactor Operators Group
H. Floto

Dido-Pluto Operators Meetings
H. Floto
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